Conversation

13.9.2010 02:24:20 on

(14:14:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Any idea's on the hosting?

i have something set up now
(14:34:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: although only user level presently.
(14:34:1 1) Theocean@jabber .ccc .de: but on a well secured machine
(14:34:14) Theocean @jabber.ccc .de: in sweden
(14:33:40) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(15:35:45) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(14:34:33)
(14:35:35)
(14:35:39)
(14:35:39)
(15:00:18)
(15:27:17)

Ok:) Awesome
can you provide me with details on it?
so we can move the site ther

e
:)?
can you speak to david now ?
" Regarding static pages: As you know, django is template-driven

and dynamic. Pages are render ed base on responses from a sqlite3 database -- which means that
story headlines and associated content are stored within a database. Your concern is that the
content of the site may one day disappear if we do not have static pages. My proposed solution is
to generate and archive these pages, but not to serve them using django -- that is, to only keep
static versions for our records . This can be accomplished post-production, and will make
developmen t with django much easier. After all, django was not meant to serve static pages, but
can generate and store them just fine with a bit of post-production script magic. "
(15:43:40) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: Can you provide me with the server login details :)?
(16:00:02) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: we found a voulnability in OTR
(16:03:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: what type?
(16:04:43) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: about the private otr keys, they can be copied, and used in a diffrent

computer, that's the first one , and we are currentl y trying to figure out if otr can be intercepted
(16:05:05) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: that's not a vulnerability
(16:05:15) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: not?
(16:05:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: no. you may want to use these on a 2nd laptop , for

instance.
(16:06:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

i doubt otr has a vulnerability. pidgin and various other

jabber clients certainly do
(16:07:17) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: ok :)
(16:07:47) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: to another matter, can you provide me with the login details, so we can

put the website up :)?
(16:08:56) Theocean @jabber.ccc .de: there's probably some root leve l packaging config stuff

that needs doing
(16:09:46) Theocean @jabber.ccc .de:

i have to wait until my sysadmin comes back for that

(16:09:57) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: ok no prob :)
(16:10:04) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: what about news @wikil eaks?
(16:10:26) Theocean @jabber.ccc .de:

mail server is being moved

(16:11:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok:) anything we can do with the sebsite no? or just put it on a bit hold

until we can put it one the server?
(16:12:51) Theocean @jabber.ccc .de: should be ready tomorrow
(16:13:00) Singi201 @jabber.ccc.de: ok :)

(16:13:25) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

people who will need access to the site?
(16:13:54) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: site admins, writers
(16:14:00) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: can you provide me with list af usernames or something, and perhaps
what the should be allowed to do ?
(16:14:02) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: news collectors
(16:17:02) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: how many accesses?
(17:02:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: about 10
(17:02:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: http://bit.ly/byhgh3
(17:06:04) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: intersting article, put this on the website?
(17:06:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: can you provide me with a list of usernames or email address to send the
access to?
(17:06:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(17:07:02) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: shall we translate it from..seem's to be russian to english?
(17:07:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: there is a smaller one in english
(17:07:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: on israelshamir.net
(17:08:00) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: it's no problem publishing it, just from google translate
(17:08:33) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: google translate version sucks a bit though
(17:08:46) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: how old is the article?
(17:09:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: btw what do you wan't me to do with the sim cards?
(17:09:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: which ones worked the best?
(17:12:21) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: travel sim
(17:12:37) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: but it is located in Estonia
(17:12:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: +372
(17:13:40) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: how does one recharge it?
(17:13:46) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: and did you get it with a cc?
(17:14:39) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Pay pal, to recharge you just have to have login credendtials, and a cc or
pay pal
(17:19:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: "We accept VISA, VISA Verified, MasterCard, Diners Club and
American Express, DirectPay and PayPal."
(17:19:53) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i always had full coverage on this one, but the other one's where often
just going online and ofline
(17:23:45) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: wan't me to ask people i know in other countries to order and test?
(17:27:41) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: btw the jennifer who is running the wl facebook page she's still alive
right:)?
(17:29:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: i assume so
(17:29:26) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: is it still being updated?
(17:29:45) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: last update was August the 28th
(17:30:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: hmm. not good
(17:30:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: people could get some ideas
(17:30:55) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: looks like shes just got scared
(17:30:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: http://twitter.com/jenny8lee
(17:31:21) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: can you ask her to provide me with admin access so it can be updated
(17:32:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: we can't link the news website to almost dead facebook page:P
(17:34:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: is it ok to email here and request it ?
(17:37:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: will Smari need access to the website?
(17:38:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: email her
(17:38:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: just say i need access to the website?
(17:39:56) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok i just emailed her, asking if she had a way to communicate securly,
and told her that this was a matter of urgency?

(17:45:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

i think she can be jabbered via jenny8lee@gmail.com

(17:46:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(18:02:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(18:25:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(18:53:14) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

great:)
can i ask..where do you see wl in 10 years?
when do you think we could have the login credentials ready?
http://www.mediaite.com/online/best-leak-ever-jon-stewart-mocksmedia-coverage-of-wikileaks-controversy/ have you seen this?
(19:11:43) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nopr
(19:11:45) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nope
(19:12:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: for real? haha you have to see this, one of the most famous comedy
show's in the us, makes fun of the US
(19:59:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: My friend showed me that he can get my OTR private key AND
my pidgin password if he has access to my compute and He can see all contacts, and communicate as
'verified' with any contacts
(20:00:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: did you know this?
(20:11:20) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(20:11:41) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: which friend is this?
(20:11:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: david
(20:12:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Yes. Why were you giving him access?
(20:12:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: actually this was copied from davd he told me thos
(20:12:46) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i didnt give him any access
(20:13:37) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: "(19:56:57) David: My friend showed me that he can get my OTR

private key AND my pidgin password if he has access to my computer
(19:57:18) David: He can see all contacts, and communicate as 'verified' with any contacts"
(20:14:08) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

i would never give him access to my computer, as you told me to be
observant with him, and the worst that i could do is provide him with access to my computer
(20:15:17) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Some MIT student originally found this
(20:21:37) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you think it would be a good idea for the website when Google alerts
finds something on wikileaks it will pop up in the website, just liket he twtitter feed pops up?
(20:23:29) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes. perhaps google news or icerocket blogsearch
(20:23:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: these can all be put into RSS
(20:24:03) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(20:40:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: the parliament commision recomends charges against i think all the
former ministers
(21:58:59) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you think we can put the website up tomorrow? and start adding
material to it
(22:24:53) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: she hasn't responed to my email
(23:17:24) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you communicate to Jenny?
(23:31:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nope...
(23:49:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: haha David made a report on me:P would you like to see it?
(23:55:30) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Yes
(23:55:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Why did he do so?
(23:56:07) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: he just wanted to tell me how he felt about me :P
(23:56:30) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: copy it here or?
(23:57:13) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: though he asked me to forward it to my "superior" and i think that would
be you
(23:58:06) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: "I've segmented my "report" into 4 categories: Initial impressions,
Favorable qualities,
Unfavorable qualities, and Overall character assessment. I hope the reader finds this report useful.
Initial Impressions
I met S through N around mid-July 2010. S did not reveal much about himself aside from his

allegiances, and made it very clear that all communication between us was to occur via OTR chat or, in
cases where non-restricted information had to be passed somewhat urgently, email. He made it clear
that all communications between us had to be treated with the utmost caution (this meant immediately
deleting any non-restricted e-mails after reading, not logging conversations, etc) and he enforced a very
strict adherence to these policies. It was, in part, his dedication to these policies that gave me insight
into how seriously he intended to scrutinize my activity over the next several weeks.
Our initial conversations consisted of a series of interview-style questions, in which S distilled
my cultural and political views from a series of responses regarding my feelings on the inherent power
of information and the necessary obligation of global citizens to interpret, distribute, and preserve
information resources. What struck me about S in this period was the manner in which he investigated
the minutiae of my beliefs, pushing forward on ideological fronts in an attempt to find cracks in my
thought process and, past this, spending great spans of time engaged in conversation about the
incidentals of my beliefs. He investigated my ideals with a magnifying glass; his dedication to
precision and communication, combined with his strict adherence to security policy, gave me
immediate faith in him and in WL as a whole.
Favorable Qualities
As the length and frequency of our interactions increased, I noticed several favorable qualities
in S that still stand out in my mind. S seems to possess an unnatural ability to wade through the bullshit
and find a scrap of truth; he is adept as deconstructing canned storylines to their primary motivations,
and his abilities in perception are definitely noteworthy. I am reminded of an incident that occurred
with N a few weeks back, in which N claimed that the Mossad was tapping his phone lines and
watching his internet activity. I told S that I suspected N was fabricating a story in order to feel more
noteworthy within the working group, and that he likely felt 'left-out' of the federal surveillance that
was occurring just across the border. S did not take my word for it; over a series of several days, S
questioned N on his Mossad theories until N began making contradictory statements. S then dispatched
me to Montreal in effort to profile N and determine whether his embellishments would be harmful to
WL in the future, and S required a written report from me upon my return.
This thorough method of over-the-air investigation and of smart resource utilization is a
hallmark of S. These qualities, combined with his obvious intellect, his strategic-mindedness, and his
attention to detail, give me great faith in my ability to work with and trust S moving forward.
Unfavorable Qualities
As odd as it sounds, I cannot think of a single unfavorable quality related to S. He is forthright,
honest, has the mind of an investigator, and is never, ever angry or emotional. His resolve gives resolve
to others, and I am hard-pressed to find a bad quality in his persona. I am sure I will find plenty in the
future, if we ever actually meet :)
Overall Character Assessment
I am pressured on time, and will keep this short: I trust S's judgement and admire his reasoning
abilities, and I hope that I will continue to work with him in the future. His character is an asset to WL.
D"
(23:59:25) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so i hope you are proud of my work:P:)
(00:02:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ah btw he meet with the FBI last night, we thought it might make him
look more suspicous with a lawyer present, and he is meeting with Bradley this weekend
(00:03:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: hahaha
(00:03:41) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: well, that's nice.
(00:03:59) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: what did he say about the meeting?
(00:04:36) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i asked him to make a report on it, just everything that happened in the
conv. so ill send you it as soon as it is ready
(00:05:08) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: is there something that we would like him to deliver to Brad?
(00:09:12) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Be careful with david.
(00:09:26) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: I am wondering why he wrote this report.
(00:09:37) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i am being careful:)
(00:09:40) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: It may be to massage your ego and so make you feel safe

in disclosing to him.

Everyone WLrelated in the US is under threat.
(00:10:39) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: So it is odd that he wants to increase his involvement at
this time.
(00:11:33) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Although mentioning that he is meeting the FBi is an odd
thing to do for an informant, but that could be psychological doubleplay
(00:10:27) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

(00:13:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:16:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

perhaps yes, although my opinion he is on our side
people near him think that he is against wl, this i hear from a old friend i
know from boston, i just asked him if he knew david house, and was asking him that if wl was in the media
in the us etc... he dosent know that i am on connection to you, but i think why he made that report is because
the last couple of days, he mentioned to me, how reasonable i where, then we started talking about that etc...
and then i asked him why don't you just write all up in a document so i can read it, my opionin right now is
that he is on our side, and after the visit with nadim, i asked nadim to create a profile on him, so so far my
opinion is that he is on our side, but i can't be so sure about Nadim
(00:18:39) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nadim for sure is not prous
(00:19:02) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i have caught nadim, not telling the truth often, and many other things
that i have noticed
(00:19:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: pro-us ?
(00:19:29) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: ProUS
(00:19:38) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ah
(00:20:07) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: These untruths; are they internal, or do they involve

david, also?

(00:20:28) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

only one untruth that involved david, but the other ones are internal

For example, david could be providing random
contradictory facts to make you think strangely about Nadim
(00:21:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:21:52) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

that was about the mossad thing, david told me first about that, and
provided chat logs, but nadim denied it at first, and told me that david was scared of the mossad but then
nadim changed the story and told me that he was a bit scared,
(00:22:31) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Anyway, my view is that anyone who was friends with

Lamo for long must be evil or foolish. I suspect the later. Nadim seems a bit rigid, but
that often means truthful, too, just difficult to work with.
(00:23:20) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: hey may have just been trying to be discreet. the moddad
is a real problem in lebanon
(00:24:35) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

recently i had a Friend Request on facebook, nothing unusual about that,
except, that the girl the friend requesting me, had a common friend and that was nadim, and then we had a
facebook chat, and she told me that nadim often talks about some S that he talks to often, and that he might
be involved with some huge information company, so i asked nadim about if he ever talks about me to some
people, and he just gave me right away, no, yes the mossad is a problem in lebanon, but not Canada, where
he lives
(00:25:38) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Nadim was in really good contact with lamo
(00:26:00) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and the worst part about him is that he just recently applied for a job with
the CIA
(00:26:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: what!?
(00:26:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: He also has a weakness for women. Though this is true of

many from the middle east.

(00:27:35) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

he saw some advertisment on google or the cia homepage, about some
network analyst, and he applied for it, and is expecting response from them in a week, he got a email saying
that they were looking at his application closer
(00:27:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: you apperantly know more about him than i do:P

(00:28:41) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

i think i am recording the chat logs with him, i can search for it if you
like? where he says the part about the cia
(00:30:45) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i thought i told you about the cia application 1-2 weeks ago
(00:32:04) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and the reason for his application he sayd was steady job, steady
paycheck,
(00:32:37) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yeah, that's what they like to hear
(00:33:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so that's why i have my suspision on Nadim
(00:33:42) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: On the other hand, he mentioned it
(00:34:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes he did
(00:34:44) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: just like david mentioned the fbi agents:P
(00:34:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i think i just have to be careful with the both of them:D
(00:35:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yup
(00:36:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what are your thoughts on them :)?
(00:39:09) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: when do you think we could put the website up:)
(00:44:56) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: can you provide me with the logon details tomorrow?
(00:50:23) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you know someone in Boston that could "test" david, meet him or
something
(00:52:46) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: anything i can do? since the website is on hold
(02:19:36) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i have his report on the meeting wan't to see it
(02:19:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yup
(02:24:25) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i have it on .pdf file, send it you via jabber or try to copy the text over to
you?
(02:25:06) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: btw his public view of WL is that he dosen't like wl, and people think
that according to him
(02:25:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: D reports on FBI
As soon as Brett Sensenig of FBI Washington called me, it was a mindgame: get a lawyer and bunker
down, or establish contact and be diplomatic. Cut off all contact, or get a feel for what they wanted. Let
them stew, or weave a counter-narrative. Decisions, decisions. The night before the scheduled meeting,
I sat in silence for an hour or so with the names of a half-dozen lawyers sitting nearby. I decided to
meet.
Brett Sensenig shows up at 5 Cambridge Center with her colleague from the Boston office, Lorie (see
business cards). I quip about how much better dressed they both are than Army CID, and lead them to
an empty office on my floor. Brett is nervous and shaky; her voice fluctuates in both volume and pitch,
and her eyes make only brief contact. Lorie, by contrast, locks eyes with me like she has something to
prove. Her gaze is piercing yet she backs down quickly. I would find out later that she's the new kid at
the Boston FBI office.
I fetch a pitcher of water and three glasses and we get down to it. Brett thanks me for meeting with
them, asks for me to fill her in on the events leading up to my interview with Army CID in mid-June.
She asks me how I know Brad. I already know where this is going, so I do the most damning thing I
could do to their investigation: I tell the truth. I tell her that I met Brad through Danny Clark, and that
our contact was brief; I tell her that Brad and I exchanged e-mails in May, and I tell her of Adrian's visit
to Boston in March. I tell her of the degree that Adrian was doped up on his trip to Boston, and I tell
her of how upset at Adrian the hacker community was when the Wired article broke in early June. In
short, I tell her what she already knows.
Brett and Lorie then begin a rote series of questions about Brad, in the form of 'yes' or 'no'. Did Brad
ever mention his military service to you? Did he seem like a military employee? Did Brad ever mention
his political views? Did he idolize hackers? Did Brad ever have contact with WL, that you know of?
Did he ever mention WL? And, finally: was Brad enticed to leak documents based on commands from
WL?
Seizing the opportunity to be honest while working in some jabs at Lamo, I told precisely the truth,
again. No, Bradley never mentioned hackers at all. No, we never discussed his political views. And no,
he never mentioned WL, and he certainly never seemed to indicate he was part of some shady

document -sharing organization . I asked the agents if Lamo had given them this intelligence , and Brett
fell silent. She wanted to know why I had asked.
I told both of the agents the truth about Lamo and mine 's past : that Lamo and I had met through one of
his ex-boyfriends who happened to go to my former highschool in Alabama; that Lamo and I shared an
ex-girlfriend (unnamed , but
if the reader is curious); that Lamo was incensed at me when I
refused to introduce him to the Boston hacking scene in March , after he arrived at my front doorstep in
a drug -induced stupor . I told the agents that Lama 's rantings about Boston had led him to point several
reporters in my direction (also true) , and that the bad blood between us had led to his opportunistic
attempts to ensnare me in a federal investigation , point reporters in my direction , and generally be a
nuisance. The agents wrote furious ly.
The agents took the opportunity to question me on my beliefs. What were my pass ions? Why was I
involved in the hacker commun ity? And, as they had noticed , why was I on the visitors list to see
Bradley Manning in Quantico, Virginia?
I told the agents that I am an anti -censorship software author and open -government advocate , and that I
write software to help the democratization strugg les in Iran, China , and (to an extent) North Korea. I
told them, as I tell all of my close real -life friends , that I have been invo lved in the hacker community
from a very early age, that I like many hackers once found the ideals of WL to be nob le, but that I had
not -so-recently come to see WL as a force that has hijacked the open -government movement , and a
force that threatens to destroy the open -government movement in a pissing war with the United States
(I believe I said "Greatest Country on Earth "). I told them that, by releasing the names of informants in
the war diary, wl threatens to undo all of the hard work I have done on the legal side of the opengovernment
movement . And I expressed profound sadness at the realization that the entire future of the
open -government movement was now bundled into the hands of one man , Assange , and his quixot ic
attempts to subvert the Greatest Country on Earth . They asked, as an open -government advocate , how I
felt about the leaking of documents in general; I told the agents that WL would do well to focus more
on leaking documents from Iran, China , and Russia than those relating to the USA , and that it is my
hope that wl changes its direction for such an aim . I told them that WL has hurt my ability to get
funding for my anti -censorship software projects , as US institut ions are now hesitant about such
politically-motivated software , and I told them that , in an ideal world , WL would settle down and start
"putting its focus on the bad guys " and "avoid hurting our troops in pursuit of their goal." Finally , I
denied any involvement with wl. I think I managed a sneer .
The agents seemed to connect with this answer quite well . They still did not understand , though , why I
wanted to meet with Bradley Manning . Why did I care about him? I told them that when I met Bradley ,
he seemed like some dumb kid. Really . And all of these people are speaking for him: the US news
media , the US government , WL , Lamo , the list goes on and on. But Brad isn't able to speak for himself;
he's just a poor kid caught up in this whole mess . And he doesn 't seem to have many friends , as Danny
told me; hell , the least I could do is go see how this cause -celebre is fairing , and try to cheer the kid up.
He didn 't seem like he could stand up for himself , after all. The agents looked at each other , nodded ,
and continued to their last questions.
Have you ever had any e-mail contact with WL?
Back when things were hot and heavy , back before the war diary, back when life was confusing and it
wasn't obvious (as it is now) that WL is rouge and dangerous , yes, I pulled every resource I could in an
effort to understand what was going on . I knew Lamo and knew Manning , after all; I wanted to figure
out what was happening , by any means necessary. Add to this the fact that it's hard to be in this
community and not know someone who is involved in WL in some way, somewhere in the world; the
open -government movement is sadly incestuous with WL. (Unfortunately , I had to use this approach; I
would have much preferred to be able to say 'no' to the question of whether I ever had contact with WL ,
but reason tells me that that is not a hard connection for them to draw, based on a few unencrypted emails
I sent in June , back when I was much more outspoken in my support , and before any real
involvement . Since involvement , I have obviously had to adopt an alternate yet plausible persona .)
They made some notes , thanked me, and , after some banter , left the office . I called the FBI offices to
verify their employment, and both checks came back fine.
D

(02:25:24) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : here's the report
(02:25:30) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : please read and tell me what you think
(02:50:40) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : i have the business card of the agents as well
(02:54:29) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

have it how?

(02:56:28) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : i have it on pdf
(02:57:41) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : the Agent's names are : Lauriene M . Allen, and Brett N. Sensenig
(02:57:49) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : what are you thoughts on his report?
(03:02:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

Interesting . I think he thinks he is smarter than he is,

though .
(03:03:21) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : is that bad :P ?

Can be why lying to the FBI.
(03:03:54) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: why=when
(03:03:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

(03:11:40) Singi201 @jabber .ccc .de: do you have something agains my connection to david?
(03:13:47) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : if yo u don 't lik ethat i have the connection to him , please tell me:)
(03:19:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

no. just be very careful.

(03:19:55) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : ok i sure will
(03:20:09) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

I think he's a little bit mad, and thinks he's way smarter

(socially) than he is.
(03:20:43) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : mad as in physco ?
(03:20:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

I also wonder why it is he's spending all this time writing

up those reports .
(03:21:30) Theocean@jabber.ccc

.de: Not necessar ily psycho, but something a bit strange. All of

us have that of course, the question is how problematic is it.
(03:21:52) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : i asked him for the fbi report, and told him when we were talking about

me, told to just write a report on me, but it was a joke on my half , but i didn't take as one
(03:23:07) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : do you think you can provide me with a list of people that need's
username and possibly what kind of access they need ?
(03:24:02) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: haven't put the list together yet. you can make one for me,

obviously
Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : you don 't need more then just viewing rights? right?
Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : usemame :
password :
Singi201 @jabber .ccc .de: happy with that?
Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : or some other usemame '
(03:27:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: i need writing rights, also
(03:27:54) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: all rights, actually
(03:27:57) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : haha this was joke;)
(03:28:31) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : you were suppose to say "haha " :P
(03:29:09) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : when do you think the server login stuff can be ready?
(03:32:20) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : the people who need access to the site , can you provide them with my
jabber account? flyingelephant@jabber.ccc.de ? and from there i can regi ster them,
(03:35:02) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: yup
(03:44:25) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : ok great .... Server access when do you think that will be ready?
(13:35:50) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : do you have login details for mE :)?
(14:26:45) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : ?
(14:35:33) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : ok let mek now when we can put the site on the server.
(15:20:12) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : U here ?
(15:53:28) Singi201 @jabber .ccc.de : Earth to J ? Please respond
(15:56:43) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: here
(15:56:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: sorry v busy now
(03:24:51)
(03:27:07)
(03:27:11)
(03:27:31)

(15:57:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

ok:) is it possible for you to provide me with logon details so we can put

the website up
(16:56:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(17:04:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: can you give me a list of all packages that need to be

installed on the box?

(17:12:20) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(17:13:17) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

django and python
when do you think we c an start merging?
(17:16:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: no other dependencies?
(17:18:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: no not to begin with
(17:21:29) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so when can we start merging:D
(17:22:23) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: http://www.counterpunch.org/shamir09142010.html here's a article in
english from the russian article.
(17:30:20) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: http://wikileaksstream.tumblr.com/ do you know who made this:S?
(17:35:08) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i think now is the right time to put up news.wikileaks.org
(17:38:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Please Respond As Soon As Possible It Would Be Nice to Put The
Website up soon
(17:57:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(18:10:35) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: hey one idea, sell t-shirts and stickers and the news.wikileaks.org site?
(18:14:19) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(18:14:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: although we should be careful that they dont undermine

donations

(18:15:48) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

yes..only an idea, people example, in the us, or uk, iceland etc... by
buying tshirts or stickers, they show there support, and also, i think if people would get a tshirt or sticker for
couple of bucks they would rather do that then donate
(18:21:04) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: best is something like $100 donation, get free tshirt, etc
(18:23:23) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok but let's look at it like this.... if some teenagers saw this like 30$ for a
t-shirt, they would probobly buy it, with dad's CC or something, and then WL would possibly get famous
inside the us or other countries, and that perhaps would make thing more hard for pentagon or some other
agency
(18:23:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: talking about donations, have a DONATE button one the site?
(18:25:50) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: btw what username to you preffer?
(18:39:39) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(18:49:23) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: donate, yes, and big
(18:49:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: see bradleymanning.org
(18:51:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: any news on the server
(18:54:21) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: or can you give some kind of timelime or something, about then we can
put the website up...or is something stopping that progrecc? trust issues or something:s?
(19:08:48) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(21:36:14) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: any news on server access '
(21:36:55) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: still tasking someone for the packages
(21:39:08) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: when do you think it will be ready
(21:39:31) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: unsure
(21:40:24) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: is there some kind of trust issue or something? then please tell me
(21:41:07) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nope
(21:41:16) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok:)
(21:41:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: people just busy
(21:42:05) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: news@wikileaks.org any timeline on when that will be ready ?
(21:44:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: anything i can do ?
(21:52:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: hmm
(21:53:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: what was the website for those estonian sims again?

(21:54:12) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: http://www.travelsimshop.com/
(21:56:07) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(21:57:01) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Anything else:P?
(22:04:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: there is some idiot posting crap on

the facebook fanpage he is 'tagging'
afghan corpse photos to WL - not cool
(22:06:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: we have to get a hold on Jenny, the facebook page will be closed, the
pictures are showing people in 100 parts
(22:07:25) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: ugh
(22:07:50) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
pid=1263314&fbid=1504256499088&op=1&o=global&view=global&subj=108734602494994&id=1614532
339#!/photo.php?
pid=1263315&fbid=1504256859097&op=1&o=global&view=global&subj=108734602494994&id=1614532
339 i don't think Facebook allow's picture like this, can you see it?
(22:11:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: oh jesus christ, those pictures just keep on going on the fanpage
(22:11:36) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: 108,775 people can see
(22:17:13) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: What shall we do about this..
(22:22:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: point out it is yes another smear
(22:23:46) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i can't do that, i don't have edit rights to the webstie
(22:24:03) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but you can make a post of your own, right?
(22:25:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Yes
(22:25:23) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: but not on the page
(22:26:28) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: If we had access to the fan page, than we could delete the photos, if we
post that this is just a smear, than people will figure out that we don't have control over the website anymore,
and if people see those photos then the will press report, and the website will be closed,
(22:26:41) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: the person who added the photos are a Army Specialist
(22:26:56) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i am currently working on establishing contact with jenny
(22:27:20) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: did you know that she was a judge in the knight foundation stuff
(22:30:17) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(22:30:30) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: try contacting her through face book
(23:11:26) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: are the mail server still being moved?
(23:22:57) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(23:54:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(23:55:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: any estimated time upon finish
(23:56:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: for mail server?
(02:55:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Are you still awake:O?
(02:55:57) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yup
(02:56:08) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: not happy
(02:56:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: may i ask why?
(02:56:46) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: some (small number) of people in WL try to get me to

resign

they tried to hijack the mail server today
(02:57:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: did not succeed
(02:57:26) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(02:57:50) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

and do you know what people this is?
(02:58:15) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes. they are scared i will fire them
(02:58:25) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: so they try to remove me
(02:58:38) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and you will not fire them for this?
(02:59:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: i already suspended them because they were leaking

information about is to newsweek and others
(02:59:24) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but now they make others scared that I will suspend them

too
(02:59:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

and so spread their poisen

(02:59:40) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Ah
(03:00:14) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

is if I am removed, etc
(03:00:17) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

i see

only way other can be "safe" agains me suspending them,
it's quite disgusting

(03:00:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

you can't resign
(03:00:41) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: of course not!
(03:01:08) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Not now. Other than the organization falling apart it would

send all the wrong signals.

(03:01:54) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

what? did i understand right? are the org. falling apart?
(03:02:14) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: I mean, if I resigned, it would fall appart
(03:02:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: well if you would resign there were no orginization
(03:03:21) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: they don't understand this though, because they only see

their little part of the big WL world
(03:04:05) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: it is very annoying and birgitta assists them
(03:04:38) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

i thought Birgitta was in support of wl, when i saw her comment i

thought i was dreaming
(03:04:48) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what does she have to say about it ?
(03:05:03) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: or haven't you spoken to her
(03:06:04) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: http://rixstep.com/2/1/20100907,01.shtml
(03:08:36) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: "I did NOT suggest Assange should resign, I think he shouuld not be a
spokesman right now. He still has my support for all his other work." What? she's not suggesting it but she
thinks it ? and according to her interview in DV she is clearly suggesting it, but off course back peddling
(03:09:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she just wants revenge on me
(03:09:17) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: For?
(03:09:21) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she was forced to backpeddle by my supporters
(03:09:42) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she wants me to be her boyfriend. i disagree.
(03:10:13) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ahh when we wen't to see the volcano, that you could see a mile a way
that she was in too you:P
(03:11:09) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Womens are just for problems:P
(03:11:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: then when she read about me with younger, swedish

blondes in the paper, she went wild with the desire for revenge

Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so she belived the papers
(03:11:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(03:12:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i always thought she was a person who would look at the evidence
(03:12:51) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Kristinn is still on your team right?
(03:12:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(03:13:03) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: and lots of others
(03:13:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: many icelandic supporter?
(03:13:32) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: the problem is there is not much communication between
(03:11:38)

the groups

(03:14:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

minority
(03:14:12) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(03:15:01) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

members/voulunteers, chat?

so the irritating people don't realize that they are in the
and so they keep on going

what about creating an irc channel or something, where staff

(03:15:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: http ://www.youtube .com/watch ?v=hos8Buwd4WE this should cheer you

up a bit :)
(03:16:29) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: but though the minority is always the loudest one
(03:17:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

Ha! You and your fat women!

(03:17:24) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: hahaha
(03:18:21) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: you can't say you didn't laugh :)
(03:21:08) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: Do you have and connection with B now?
(03:25:02) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

no, she refuses to talk to me for some months

(03:25:36) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: A Parlimenterians acts childish
(03:26:54) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

Most female leaders are Prima Donnas .

(03:28:03) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: how is the alligation case going?

nothing happening until after the swedish election
(03:28:53) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: they delay for polit ical reasons
(03:28:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

(03:30:01) Siogi201@jabber.ccc.de: do they have anything against you except for the womens testymony?
(03:36:22) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: jenny isin't responding to anything, i even tried to call her
(03:39:02) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: well i have to go to sleep, class tomorrow, you should do the same at

some point :) good night, stay safe :)
(03:39:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: what's the class?
(03:40:02) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: Social Studies
(03:40:20) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: gawd
(03:40:39) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: Have fun :)
(03:41:02) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: :) will do, i think there's a chapter there how to approach women's wan't
it? (hehe)
(03:41:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: How? With a concealed video camera and microphone.
(03:42:07) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: yes and in a bubble
(03:42:40) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: Well Good night:)
(03:45:42) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: any planned trip to iceland soon:)?
10:41:11 Sin i201 ·abber.ccc .de: what are ou still awake:O?

(22:22:54) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: Hi i just got "interrogated " by B

What!?
(22:23:23) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: Tell me all about it.
(22:23:13) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

(22:24:08) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: does anyone in .is beside me know about the website?
(22:25:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

the new one?

(22:25:59) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: yes

that you are working on?
(22:26:06) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: no
(22:26:14) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: hmm
(22:26:25) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: i think i may have showed kristinn a page
(22:26:34) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de: but didn't say who did it
(22:25:59) Theocean@jabber.ccc .de:

(22:27:04) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: At first it was just a simple chat , asking me how i was duing etc ... just

some simple questions, and then what i though about her recent comments, and i told what i thought, and
then she asked me about what i was doing for wl, asking me who i was in touch with, what my current
mission was, asking if i were still hearing from you, and then she asked me if i was doing some page for wl,
and if she could she it, and then she asked if i wanted you out of wl,
(22:28:17) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: and just told her, that i couln't asnwer this right know, i was a bit busy,
then she sayd can you tell me your current job asap ,
(22:28:46) Siogi201 @jabber.ccc.de: and asking who gave the job to build some website, though i declined i

was doing something related to that
(22:30:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and i asked her why she wanted to know all this, than she told me that
she just wanted to know who it was distributing "missions" and stuff,
(22:31:04) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and i acted like i knew nothing, and asked if there was somekind of
"planning disaster" can't remember the english translation, and then she sayed, yes a bit, but we are working
on solving that
(22:31:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: but when i was starting to ask her about why she needed this info, why
she was so desprate to know, then i get the message for 4 hours On the phone, On the phone much to do
(22:34:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Ugh.
(22:34:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Ugh. all you can say:P
(22:34:58) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: She's part of the paranoid too.
(22:35:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: two
(22:35:12) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: They think I'm going to build a new WL to make sure they

have no input

(22:35:26) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

anyway

Which is actually not a bad idea, but B has no input

(22:35:39) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

what about the other people?
(22:35:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Let her think that there is a whole team of people she has

no idea about

(22:36:06) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

technology

that have been working for ages with me on some new

There's only one other person who is a problem
(22:36:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: But he's a terrible problem.
(22:36:27) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(22:36:44) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

what me to make her think thaT?
(22:37:05) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: The basic power play is this:
(22:37:44) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: the person who is a problem has manipulated someone

who has control of the website (though not email, domains etc)
(22:38:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: B and this person think they can use that to blackmail me
(22:38:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

but do you know who whis person is?
(22:38:45) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: The more they understand that there's lots of other people

in contact with me they don't know about and can't control and we are working on all
sorts of things, the more they understand that the blackmail doesn't mean to much
(22:39:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Yes, I know who the person is. Daniel
(22:39:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he came to iceland not long again, and she and he palled
up
(22:39:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: then he left back to berlin
(22:39:32) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: souls on jabber
(22:39:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: s on irc
(22:40:12) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(22:40:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(22:41:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

so Daniel one of the keypeople turned against you?
he came to iceland, and appeard in an interview with DV
do you recomend i still keep my connection to B?
(22:42:42) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: only if you think you can stop her manipulating you
(22:43:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she can be quite clever in interpersonal relationships
(22:43:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she is a politican after all...
(22:43:37) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: But she has no role in WL. She only speaks to daniel
(22:44:09) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i don't think she can manipulate me, my support is with you not her, and

it will alway be like that, though i have never liked her that much
(22:46:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: The media though look at her like a spokesperson, and she has never
ever corrected that
(22:46:45) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she did correct that on her twitter
(22:47:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes but after you sayd something
(22:47:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but only after rentless attack by my supporters
(22:47:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(22:47:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: did you read this?

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/greece/7933190/Britonstrappedin
falserapestingbyblondeSwedeonGreekisland.html
(22:51:12) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(22:51:20) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

Have now
why don't the publish the womens name
(22:54:16) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: (22:52:27) Birgitta: þekkiru þann sem er með wl - fanpage síðuna? ef
svo er get ég fengið aðgang að henni (translated version, Do you know the individual that has the Facebook
Fanpage? if so do you think i can get access to it? )
(22:56:01) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: should i pretend like that i am in her team? and say that i know the
individual and can check if it is possible?
(22:56:39) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: which individual is she asking about?
(22:56:54) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: One of the women?
(22:57:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: she is just asking if i know the individual (guy or women) that is
controlling the Wl Fanpage
(22:57:32) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: ah
(22:57:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she probably wants to get control of the page herself
(22:58:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: well i figured that out:D im that smart, what should i tell her?
(22:58:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: hmm
(22:59:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: if she thinks that i am 100% on your sight, then she will probobly just
close connection to me, so it might be a smart move and pretend
(22:59:12) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: that you'll look into it, that i said it was one of my friends

on holiday

yes
(22:59:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: make it seem like i hardly ever talk to you
(22:59:45) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you always try to talk to me, but i ignore you...
(23:00:28) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you mainly hear about me from the other technical team
(23:00:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but be careful
(23:00:56) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she is good at smelling lies
(23:01:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: that are intellectual
(23:01:20) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: though not so good at smelling emotional lies
(23:01:29) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: which is partly why D manipulated her
(22:59:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

(23:07:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

i Sayd "When you speak to J does it often appear like he looks at the
message but ignores it, though it's just hard to get to him" she replied "it depend's on what you are talking
about with him, but i know that he often ignores you, and if you ask him a question he has hard to answer
then he 100% ignores you"
(23:09:10) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ur she sayd then he most deffinetly ignores you, don't know how to
writer the deffin... word so i jsut used 100%
(23:11:26) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i think it takes couple of days to convince her
(23:11:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: that i hate you and love her
(23:12:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: perhaps hate is too much, but that you are annoyed with

me. you can just reflect her illusions back to her

(23:12:48) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

yes i mean that
(23:12:53) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: although be a little careful, since she may then get *even

worse* illusions

(23:13:03) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

if she thinks lots of people agree with them

(23:13:50) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

yes i'll be careful, perhaps i should send you everything she says to me,
and give you my respond to her before i answer her?
(23:13:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: the big one she is pushing to herself now is tha ti am a

dictator

she does this because it harmonizes with what daniel is
saying, and because she knows now that after the very bad backstabbing she did, I will
never let her near me, so as long as I "lead" WL, she is out
(23:15:03) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: so her only option is to get rid of me if she wants to be
involved in WL
(23:15:40) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes. good way to start
(23:15:57) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she's very clever with interpersonal stuff, so be careful
(23:16:06) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: although probably less clever on line
(23:14:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

(23:17:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you still have her on jabber?
(23:17:39) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i just remember aprox. month ago,

you told me get a new jabber address

from her
(23:18:24) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

so im just wondering if you still have her :P
(23:19:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she banned me ages ago because i didn't talk to her

enough.

(23:19:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

what address is she using now?

(23:19:20) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

did you see the interview in DV last week with her?
(23:19:44) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nope?
(23:19:53) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: moonshine and riversoftime
(23:21:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: so the last is the new one?
(23:21:35) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: there she was telling about her involvement etc.. about her personal life
etc.. did you know that both i think both, of her father killed them self, the first one at her age 6, went outside
on christmas eve, and never came back, and the second one i think jumped of a bridge,
(23:21:44) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes riversoftime is the new one
(23:21:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: but if you add her she might know that i gave it to you..
(23:22:03) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(23:22:33) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: she has had quite a few tragedies. but she also goes on

about them...

(23:22:50) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

parliament when she arrived!
(23:22:57) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

distributed a book about them to every member of

yes, people feel sorry for her, and she get's supports
(23:23:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: exactly, it is sad, but it is also a type of exploitation
(23:23:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: She know's how to manipulate people, that's good in some cases
(23:23:57) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes, if the goals are good
(23:24:27) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but now the goals are wrong, and very, very dangerous
(23:24:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: hey about Rop, i had a small talk with him the other night, has he
stopped working for wl? something to do with B or just the Heat from the Us'
(23:25:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: wondering if he went awol, such a nice guy
(23:27:23) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he couldn't take the pentagon heat
(23:27:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he's still around, occasionally

but too scared to do anything meaningful
(23:28:14) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but that's his general behavior. highly engaged, then
backs off for some time
(23:28:35) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: worried about people taking his fortune and kids
(23:29:06) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: http://paper.li/tag/wikileaks
(23:28:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

(23:29:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

ẙes, perhaps when people have something to loose like family, or

something, they get scared
(23:30:30) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he can get a bit paranoid
(23:30:31) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: are everybody creating website
(23:30:46) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he hasn't been playing this game as closely as me
(23:30:55) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: so it is harder for him to judge the risks
(23:31:07) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but his assets and location are not hidden etc
(23:32:04) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: about the website.. when do you think we can go online with it?
(23:33:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you know if someone has approachd him ? like fbi or something
(23:41:16) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: btw i don't know if it matters or not, but i think i saw B and Smari having
something to eat, on Cafe Paris, next to the parliment
(23:44:04) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yeah, smari acted a bit weird last time i spoke to him
(23:44:20) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: B's playing him now, too, no doubt
(23:44:44) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: although smari is involved with IMMI
(23:44:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: so could just be a work reason
(23:45:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but smari's agenda with IMMI is now so strong, that he

can't be considered trust worthy
(23:45:48) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: he needs B to make IMMI a success
(23:48:14) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

how many supporters do you really think you have in iceland? with no

doubts that is? 1984?
(23:55:17) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: when do you think we can merge to the server the website?
(23:55:42) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: still waiting to hear back from the sysadmin about the

python install

(23:55:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok
(23:59:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what
(23:59:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:09:41) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:37:12) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

ok:) anything i could possible do:)?
David is going to see Brad this weekend anything we would like to give

to him
(00:38:34) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:

might pass incriminating him
(00:39:28) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:40:04) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

(00:41:01) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:43:06) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

if david is an informant he's looking for messages that we

do you think that he is an informant?
you apperntly have more info about him than i do:) so feel free to inform

me:)

ask

about creating the email address?

same issue, creating new mail server

not sure. just saying that this is what an informant would

he were abit intersted on comming to iceland, or we were both intersted
on meeting, what do you feel about that?
(00:45:18) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: bad
(00:45:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: suspicious
(00:45:38) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: play for time
(00:46:07) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: What do you mean:S?

(00:46:25) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:46:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:
(00:48:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

don't say yes or no, just delay the question

ah got it
do you think it is a bad idea to have him helping out in the webiste?
(00:50:00) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: no. i think is good
(00:50:07) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: it means we can keep an eye on him
(00:51:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: do you have any estimated time on when you know what people who
will need access? and anytime when we can start merging?
(01:18:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: anything i can do:)?
(01:46:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: hey i was asked to ask you, woul you be intersted in appearing in a
interview with Kastljos? the episode who showed the Collatereal Murder video
(02:01:50) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: how?
(02:09:42) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Via skype
(02:11:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: what is the occasion?
(02:12:53) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Inform people in iceland about wl, what has recently been happening,
(02:13:02) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: (you would make Birgitta unhappy:P)
(02:13:08) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(02:13:11) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: that's true
(02:13:55) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: So are you up for it:)?
(02:14:07) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: god knows
(02:14:28) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: well at least think about it:)
(02:14:36) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: only if there is no "rape" talk
(02:15:01) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: don't mention the Rape alligations you mean?
(02:15:16) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(02:16:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Ok they can accept that:)
(02:16:48) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: by this i think you could get alot of supporters in iceland
(02:17:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what time could you be available?
(02:19:50) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: Tomorrow night.
(02:20:27) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what timezone ? icelandic one?
(02:21:47) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok so they will record this, not live, via skype tomorrow night
(02:25:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Confirm:) ?
(02:31:39) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: i chat may be higher quality
(02:31:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: the Mac client?
(02:32:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: yes your probobly right
(02:41:18) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: is there anything i should know? like username or soemthing, or just
tomorrow?
(02:51:15) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)
(03:11:40) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Let me know when you can:)
(03:13:04) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: find out what their contacts are
(03:13:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: there ichat usernames?
(03:14:04) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: are you on the irc server?
(03:14:10) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: chat.wikileaks.org ?
(03:14:24) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: no not right know
(03:14:31) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you should idle there
(03:14:47) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: but be careful
(03:14:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: full of fbi agents etc
(03:15:14) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i am usally there when i have the computer on
(03:16:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: who are the people running it ?
(03:17:26) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Yey im there:)
(03:18:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: why do i have a star around my name:P?

(03:19:58) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

hey nice
(03:20:22) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you need to choose a different nick
(03:20:34) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: singi201@jabber.ccc.de has trails all over the net
(03:21:39) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: Penguin2 ?
(03:22:33) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: penguinx
(03:23:11) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: i like that:)
(03:25:59) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: penguinx just came online:)
(03:29:33) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: :)?
(03:30:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you are still there as singi201@jabber.ccc.de
(03:31:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: just logged out of that one
(03:32:54) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what about #wikichat? and one more question, will this automaticly
happen when i connect or?
(03:34:27) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: nope
(03:34:59) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so this is temporary?
(03:49:19) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: what do you wan't me to do on the irc:) ? anything special or just stay
there
(03:49:32) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: just keep an eye on things
(03:49:37) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: answer obvious questions
(03:50:22) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: ok what about when i disconnect how to i gain the beutiful star again:)?
(03:52:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: and if there are people there just bullshiting something?
(03:56:57) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: penguinx is an Operator on the irc room?
(04:03:31) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: yes
(04:03:49) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: people causing problems you can type /kick #wikileaks

name

(04:04:52) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de:

ok:) what about when i reconnect?
(04:05:51) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: you lose i
(04:05:52) Theocean@jabber.ccc.de: it
(04:06:43) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: so to keep it, i have to have my laptop on at all times:P
(04:13:54) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: but i am suppose to see people who get online? right
(04:14:49) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: sorry about the question flood:P
(04:25:02) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: does this also stand for the #wikichat
(04:33:34) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: would it be a good idea to have link to chat.wikileaks.org on the news
site
(04:36:08) Singi201@jabber.ccc.de: there seems to be some kind of a problem with the irc channel, im only
getting some messages, some not

